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Abstract: Our research scrutinizes the impact of grease rheological properties on the lubrication
performance of wind turbine spindle bearings. The rheological behavior of three distinct commercial
wind turbine greases was examined with a rotational rheometer. Investigations into the viscoelastic,
flow, and viscosity–temperature attributes of the grease under varying temperatures were conducted,
and the rheological parameters were fitted utilizing the Herschel–Bulkley (H–B) model. Constitutive
equations of the grease derived from fitting the H–B model can efficaciously predict its rheologi-
cal properties and viscosity–temperature behavior for wind power spindle bearings at disparate
temperatures.
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1. Introduction

As one of the core components in the critical part of wind turbines, bearings ensure
the smooth rotation of the equipment. However, the life cycle of bearings can be greatly
affected by uneven operating loads and environmental conditions, which can also increase
the MOR (maintenance, operation, and reliability) costs of the entire wind turbine [1]. If the
spindle bearing has problems, it may lead to consequences such as increased equipment
maintenance costs or the replacement of parts and other consequences that affect the power
generation efficiency. In severe cases, it may even cause mechanical failures and safety
accidents, such as fires, resulting in serious losses [2,3]. In order to avoid the loss of power
generation and reduce the maintenance costs of parts caused by the failure of wind turbines,
it is crucial to conduct effective research and analyses of bearings [4].

The main shaft bearing of wind turbines, as a special bearing, generally uses grease as
a lubricant [5]. For greases, the study of rheology has become an important field. Scientists
pay close attention to the factors influencing the rheological properties of greases and use
rheological parameters, such as the yield stress, apparent viscosity, and plasticity index, to
quantitatively describe their rheological properties [6,7].

Scientists from various countries began studying the flow and lubrication characteris-
tics of grease in bearings as early as the 1960s. In a study of the rheological properties and
numerical solutions of greases, Bell et al. [8] chose the Ree–Eyring rheological model for
non-Newtonian fluids in 1962. In addition, Jonkisz and Krzeminsk-Freda et al. [9] obtained
a complete numerical solution of the elastohydrodynamic problem in grease line contact
based on the Herschel–Bulkley rheological model in 1996. In the 21st century, researchers
have been conducting more in-depth studies on the rheological behavior of greases. In 2018,
Wang et al. [10] characterized the effect of ionic liquids on the rheological properties of
lithium greases by small-amplitude oscillation shear (SAOS) measurements and confirmed
that ionic liquids are effective additives for improving the friction and wear-reduction
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properties of PAO 10 lithium greases. In 2019, Mohamad et al. [11] conducted an exper-
imental study on the main properties of two magnetorheological greases with different
particle shapes. The results showed that the bidisperse magnetorheological grease con-
taining flaky spherical carbonyl iron particles exhibited an increase in the initial apparent
viscosity and stiffness properties compared to those of a sample containing only spherical
particles. In the same year, Wang et al. [12] tested and discussed the magnetically induced
stress–strain curves of magnetorheological greases as a function of the spherical carbonyl
iron particle content, shear rate, and shear deformation under quasi-static monotonic shear
conditions. Mohd Nasir et al. [13] investigated the improvement in the rheological prop-
erties of magnetorheological greases by introducing graphite as an additive in 2021 and
compared their properties with those of reference samples. In the same year, a boric acid–
hydroxystearic acid composite lithium-based magnetorheological grease was proposed by
Yan et al. [14] to improve the rheological properties of conventional magnetorheological
greases. The experimental results verified the feasibility of the lithium-based composite
magnetorheological grease to improve performance. In 2022, Wang et al. [15] found that
fewer layers of graphene additives could improve the viscosity–temperature properties
of complex lithium-based greases and change the response rate of elastic deformation to
temperature changes.

The rheological properties of grease directly affect its flow performance and lubricating
effect in bearings. The study of grease rheology can guide grease formulation design,
production process optimization, and spindle bearing operation and maintenance, further
improving the life and performance of spindle bearings as well as ensuring the safe and
reliable operation of wind turbines [16–18]. In order to improve the lubrication performance
of wind turbine bearings, the next step should be to investigate the rheological properties
of grease at low and medium shear rates, which is the focus of this paper. In this study,
dynamic and steady-state rheological tests were performed on three different commercial
greases using a rotational rheometer to investigate the viscoelastic, flow, and viscosity–
temperature properties of the grease at different temperatures; secondly, the Herschel–
Bulkley model was used to fit the grease based on the dependence of the apparent viscosity
on the shear rate. Finally, the intrinsic equations of the grease obtained after fitting the H–B
model successfully predicted the rheological properties and viscosity–temperature behavior
of the grease for wind power spindle bearings at different temperatures, which provided a
reference for predicting the performance of the grease under different conditions.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Test Equipment

The rheological properties of grease were studied using an Anton Paar MCR302
rotational rheometer, which has a speed range of 10−6~200 r/min and a measuring torque
of 10 µN·m to 0.2 N·m. The built-in RheoCompass application was used for initial condition
setting, parameter control, test data output, and post data analysis.

2.2. Test Scheme Design

Rheological property tests are carried out in the operating temperatures of −20, 20,
60, and 100 ◦C to test parameters such as apparent viscosity, yield stress, thixotropy,
viscoelasticity, viscosity–shear relation, and viscosity–temperature relationship of grease.
The general experimental scheme is shown in Figure 1. These experiments can provide
theoretical and experimental support for the optimization of the lubrication system of wind
power spindle bearings.

Dynamic and steady-state rheological tests were conducted to determine the rheo-
logical properties of wind turbine spindle bearing grease. The dynamic rheological test
is mainly used to test the rheological characteristics of grease in the process of oscillating
shear to reflect the degree of viscoelastic change. By controlling the oscillation strain and
frequency of the grease, the dynamic shear modulus, damping ratio, staggered strain,
and other parameters can be obtained under different conditions [19]. The steady-state
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rheological test is mainly used to measure the shear stress of grease with shear rate in the
continuous shear process. By applying different shear rates to observe the shear stress
response of grease, rheological parameters, such as shear viscosity, rheological index, and
yield point of grease, can be measured [20,21]. The rheometer was tested in the strain
control, stress control, and controlled-shear rate modes. The measuring rotor was PP25,
and the measuring distance was set to 1 mm. To ensure the accuracy and repeatability of
the experiment, Peltier heating system was used as the temperature control system, and
P-PTD200 heating plate and H-PTD 200 heating cover were used to jointly control the
temperature to ensure that the sample was under uniform temperature control.
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Figure 1. Grease rheology experimental scheme.

Design plans for dynamic and steady-state rheological tests are presented below:

1. Dynamic rheological test

The dynamic rheological test is divided into strain and frequency scan experiments.
The strain scan experiment is used to test the variation law of storage modulus and
loss modulus with strain value during the amplitude scan of grease, which reflects the
viscoelastic properties of grease in oscillatory shear. The frequency scan experiment is used
to test the changes in storage modulus and loss modulus of grease at different frequencies,
which reflect the viscoelastic properties of grease at different frequencies. During the
experimental operation, the angular velocity was kept constant at 10 rad/s, and the strain
range was 0.1% to 100%. To obtain the viscoelastic and stress–strain curves of grease
at different temperatures, the control temperatures were −20, 20, 60, and 100 ◦C, and
amplitude scanning experiments were performed. The relationship between the storage
modulus, the loss modulus of the grease at different temperatures, and shear strain can be
derived from the test results.

2. Steady-state rheological test

The continuous shear mode of the rheometer was selected, the shear rate was con-
trolled in the range of 0.01 s−1 to 100 s−1, and the temperature was kept at −20, 20, 60,
and 100 ◦C for steady-state rheological experiments to obtain the relationship between the
apparent viscosity of grease and the shear rate at different temperatures, as well as the
viscosity–shear rate curves of grease at different temperatures. In addition, a constant shear
rate of 50 s−1 was applied to the temperature range (−20 ◦C~20 ◦C, 60 ◦C~100 ◦C) for
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temperature scanning experiments to measure the viscosity–temperature relationship and
obtain the viscosity–temperature curve of the grease under constant shear rate conditions.
The use of this shear rate is explained by the fact that most of the samples reached a
Newtonian plateau at high shear rates [22].

2.3. Grease Selection

Three different brands of grease, Mobil SHC 461WT complex lithium base, Fuchs 585K
plus complex calcium base, and Haihua FCL1 complex metal soap base, were selected
for the test, as shown in Figure 2. Mobil SHC 461WT grease is one of the more common
greases on the market, while Fuchs 585K plus and Haihua FCL1 are newer greases. Mobil
SHC 461WT is a high-performance lithium grease with a synthetic base oil, typically a
polyolefin or polyester compound. These base stocks have a high viscosity index and good
fluidity at low temperatures. The thickener in grease is mainly lithium-12-hydroxystearate.
Its function is to increase the viscosity and freezing point of the grease to provide good
lubricating performance and stability. Fuchs 585K plus complex calcium-based grease
uses special thickeners and additives to provide excellent lubrication and corrosion pro-
tection in harsh environmental conditions. Haihua FCL1 complex lithium-based grease
adopts advanced formulation technology and a thickening system that has excellent high-
temperature resistance and excellent anti-pollution performance and can maintain stable
lubricating performance in the long term. The three different brands of wind power spindle
bearing greases were selected for rheological property testing to take into account the dif-
ferences between different greases used in practical engineering applications, to investigate
the effects of different base oils and thickeners on the rheological properties of wind power
greases, and to compare their performance at different temperatures and shear rates. This
provides a scientific basis for the selection and application of wind turbine spindle bearing
greases. The relevant parameters of the three types of grease are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The relevant parameters of the three types of grease.

Grease Basic Oil Basic Oil
Viscosity

Ease
Grades

Operating
Temperature Thickener NLGI

Mobil SHC 461WT PU 460 1.5 −50~150 ◦C Lithium
12-hydroxystearate 1.5

Fuchs 585K plus PAO 220 2 −45~130 ◦C Calcium Dobesilate 2

Haihua FCL1 Mineral oil 150 1.5 −30~150 ◦C Lithium
12-hydroxystearate 1.5

In order to facilitate experimental analysis, sample 1 represents Mobil SHC 461WT,
sample 2 represents Fuchs 585K plus, and sample 3 represents Haihua FCL1.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1. Influence of Grease Viscoelastic Properties on Bearing Lubrication

The viscoelastic properties of grease refer to the dynamic process of stress–strain
changes under loading, which can be described by the stress–strain relationship. The
ratio of stress amplitude to strain amplitude is called the complex modulus, as shown in
Formula (1).

G∗ = ∂A/γA (1)

In the formula, ∂A is the stress amplitude, and γA is the strain amplitude.
According to the magnitude of phase difference, the complex modulus can be de-

composed into the storage modulus and loss modulus, as shown in Formulas (2) and (3).

G′ = |G∗| cos δ (2)

G′′ = |G∗| sin δ (3)

In the formula, δ is the phase difference, G* is the complex modulus, G′ is the storage
modulus, and G′′ is the loss modulus.

According to the definition of the modulus of elasticity, G′ represents the elastic part,
which represents the energy stored in the grease when it is subjected to cyclic stress; G′′ is
called the loss modulus, which represents the energy lost when the grease is subjected to
external forces. The ratio of the loss modulus to storage modulus is called the loss factor, as
in Formula (4).

tan δ = G′′/G′ (4)

When tanδ < 1, the grease behaves as a semi-solid gel at this point. When the storage
modulus tanδ > 1, the grease is expressed as a liquid at this point. When the storage
modulus tanδ = 1, it means that the viscosity and elasticity in the grease are equal. At that
point, the grease has an intermediate behavior between a liquid and a solid, and the strain
value in the stress–strain curve is the flow point of the grease.

Dynamic viscoelastic properties of greases are typically measured using the oscillatory
mode of a rotational rheometer, which measures the input strain amplitude γA, the output
stress amplitude ∂A, and the phase difference δ between the two for a range of given
frequencies ω. The phase difference δ represents the time delay of the stress and strain.
Using these parameters, the complex modulus and loss factor of grease can be calculated,
and then the storage modulus and loss modulus, which represent the elastic and viscous
properties of grease, can be decomposed.

The stress–strain curves of the three greases at different temperatures are shown in
Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3a, the shear stress of the three greases is low at −20 ◦C, and
all three greases exhibited a high viscoelasticity due to the positive correlation between
the shear strain and shear stress. Figure 3b shows the stress–strain variation in the three
greases at 20 ◦C. The stress–strain curves of the three greases at 20 ◦C showed different
trends. The shear stress of sample 1 showed a rapidly increasing trend with the increase
in strain, indicating a higher shear consistency. This indicates that sample 1 has a higher
viscosity and higher shear consistency at the same temperature.

According to the experimental results shown in Figure 3c, the movement of the grease
molecules is intensified with the increase in temperature, the viscosity decreases, the
rheology of the grease is more similar to fluid, and the relationship between the shear strain
and shear stress is more nonlinear. However, compared with that of sample 1 and sample 2,
the shear stress of sample 3 increases less at 60 ◦C, which may be related to its composition.
According to the conclusion that sample 3 is a composite metal soap-based grease, it can
be inferred that the composite metal soap component in sample 3 may have better shear
resistance, so the shear stress increase is small.

At 100 ◦C, the stress–strain pattern of all three greases showed a shear dilution com-
pared to the data at 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C, as shown in Figure 3d. Among them, with a small
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shear strain of the grease, the shear stress of sample 1 showed a linear relationship with
the increase in the shear strain, the stress growth rate gradually decreased, and the stress–
strain curve showed a bending trend. This phenomenon may be due to the increase in the
strain, which causes the colloidal structure of the grease thickener particles to break down,
resulting in a decrease in the viscosity inside the grease and making the shear stress growth
rate gradually decrease and finally stabilize.

The following are further analyzed by combining the viscoelastic modulus and loss
factor. Figure 4 shows the variation curves for the elastic modulus and viscous modulus of
the grease with strain at four temperatures.
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(c) 60 ◦C; (d) 100 ◦C.

As shown in Figure 4a, the three greases exhibit a high modulus of elasticity at low
temperatures, and their rheological properties appear only with increasing shear strain.

Figure 4b,c show the variation curves of the viscoelasticity with strain for the three
greases at 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C. Among them, when the temperature increases from 20 ◦C to
60 ◦C, the strain values corresponding to the flow points of the three greases decrease
significantly with the increase in temperature, which also proves the phenomenon of the
shear dilution of the grease, indicating that the fluidity of the grease is effectively improved
with the increase in temperature.
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When the temperature reaches 100 ◦C, as shown in Figure 4d, as the strain amplitude
increases, the storage modulus decreases slowly and then rapidly, and the loss modulus
tends to increase gradually. This is related to the so-called “weak strain overshoot”.

It can be seen that the viscoelastic modulus of the three greases at different tem-
peratures is affected by the temperature and strain. For the same strain conditions, the
viscoelastic modulus decreases with increasing temperature, while it increases with increas-
ing strain at the same temperature.

In order to more accurately describe the change law of the grease properties during
strain scanning, the data of the loss factor of the grease with strain values at different
temperatures were experimentally obtained, as shown in Figure 5. The variation law of the
loss factor with strain can directly reflect the energy loss of the grease under the action of
force and can also more intuitively represent the viscoelastic properties and rheological
nature of grease.
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As can be seen in Figure 5a, all three greases can flow better at a low temperature of
−20 ◦C. However, the low temperature flow of sample 1 is better and it starts to flow at
a strain value of about 1.34%. The strain values corresponding to the three greases were
similar when the loss factor reached 1 at 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C, but the strain values decreased
slightly with increasing temperature. The changes in the three greases at room temperature
were basically similar, as shown in Figure 5b,c.

When the temperature reached 100 ◦C, as shown in Figure 5d, the loss factor increased
with increasing strain, but there was no overall upward trend. To illustrate the above
situation more clearly, the viscoelastic modulus and corresponding strain values of the
three greases at different temperatures at the flow point are given in Table 1.

According to the data in Table 2, it can be seen that the storage modulus and loss
modulus of the three greases decrease with the increase in temperature at different temper-
atures, which indicates that the energy stored in the elastic deformation and the energy lost
in the viscous flow of the grease decrease with the increase in temperature. This indicates
that the viscoelastic parameters of the grease are effectively improved with increasing
temperature. This plays an important role in improving the performance and effectiveness
of wind power grease, reducing energy loss, prolonging service life, and increasing the
efficiency and reliability of wind power generation systems.
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Table 2. Values related to viscoelastic modulus of grease at the flow point at different temperatures.

Sample Temperature/◦C Storge Modulus/Pa Loss Modulus/Pa Flow Point Strain Value/%

1

−20 18,840.3 19,108.2 1.3
20 3603.1 3763.3 13.4
60 3057.8 3166.5 4.2
100 3029.7 3120.1 1.8

2

−20 2413.5 2431.3 13.4
20 580.81 635.2 42.4
60 1687.5 1705.1 4.2
100 3685.3 4235.4 0.3

3

−20 9412.1 9652.8 4.2
20 859.1 863.6 23.8
60 723.9 1003.5 13.4
100 2013.3 2134.7 1.3

3.2. Influence of Grease Fluidity on Bearing Lubrication

The shear stress of grease is the intermolecular force within the grease, which is a
direct measure of the viscosity. The shear rate is a measure of the magnitude of the shear
stress on the grease, usually expressed in terms of the shear deformation per unit of time.

For wind turbine spindle bearing lubrication, the rheological properties of the grease
are an important factor affecting its performance. In general, the rheological properties of
the grease should also meet the following requirements, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Requirements for rheological properties of grease.

Requirements Reason

Stability It enables the grease to maintain stable rheological properties over time and prevents the
degradation of lubricating performance due to changes in rheological properties.

Anti-shear stability It enables the grease to maintain stable rheological properties under shear stress and
prevents the degradation of lubricating properties due to changes in shear stress.

Temperature suitability It enables the grease to maintain stable rheological properties over a wide temperature
range to meet the lubrication needs of different operating conditions.

Viscosity–temperature characteristics It enables the grease to maintain its lubricating properties at different temperatures.

Thixotropy It is required that the grease maintains a stable fluidity after being subjected to a shear
force, but can quickly return to its original viscosity after the shear force is removed.

Figure 6 shows the shear stress versus shear rate curves for samples 1, 2, and 3, all at
different temperatures.

According to the data shown in Figure 6a, the shear stress of the three greases increased
with the increase in the shear rate at −20 ◦C. The molecular structures of samples 1 and 3
were relatively stable at low temperatures. The shear stress of sample 2 increased rapidly
with the increase in the shear rate and showed an obvious shear yielding phenomenon at a
shear rate of about 30 s−1, which was due to the relative fragility of the colloidal structures
of sample 2 at low temperatures and its susceptibility to yielding damage.

Figure 6b shows a slight difference in the initial shear stresses of the three samples at a
temperature of 20 ◦C, which is due to the different molecular structure and composition of
the grease. The shear stress increases with the temperature at 20 ◦C for all three greases,
but the growth rate slows. This shows that the shear performance of grease in a given
temperature range changes with increasing temperature, but the degree of the influence of
the temperature on the shear performance of grease decreases with increasing temperature.

The shear stresses of the three greases at 60 ◦C showed a gradual slowing of the
upward trend as the shear rate increased, as shown in Figure 6c. The initial shear stress
of the grease at this temperature is lower than that at 20 ◦C and −20 ◦C, indicating that
the grease flows and deforms more easily at 60 ◦C. For sample 2, the shear stress increases
relatively quickly, which is related to the higher mobility of the molecular structure of
sample 2 at 60 ◦C.
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Figure 6d shows that as the temperature rises to 100 ◦C, the shear stresses of the three
greases initially increase and then level off. This phenomenon shows that the lubricating
performance of the three greases is affected by the temperature and shear rate, and the
lubricating performance of each grease varies with different working conditions.

In summary, with the increase in the shear rate, the shear stress curves of the three
greases at different temperatures show the phenomenon of shear yielding. When the
temperature and shear rate increase, the thermal movement of molecules is enhanced, the
intermolecular forces are reduced, the flow resistance endured in the process of movement
is reduced, and the grease flows easier. To better describe the changes in the shear stress and
shear rate in the fluidity of grease, the following is combined with the fixed temperature
viscous shear curve for further analysis.

As can be seen from Figure 7a, the viscosity of the three greases decreases with the
increase in the shear rate, and the decreasing trend is basically the same. Samples 1 and 3
can maintain a uniform decreasing trend as the shear rate increases, so it can be judged that
they have a better low-temperature fluidity, high viscosity, and large viscosity. The viscosity
of sample 2 was higher at a low shear rate, and the viscosity decreased more slowly;
however, the viscosity decreased sharply at a high shear rate as the shear rate continued to
increase. Thus, it can be judged that sample 2 was less fluid at a low temperature and high
shear rate.

As shown in Figure 7b, the viscosity of the three greases decreases smoothly with the
increasing shear rate at 20 ◦C. In addition, all three greases showed shear sensitivity at low
shear rates at 60 ◦C, as shown in Figure 7c, but as the shear rate increased, the final viscous
shear curve tended to be smooth, indicating that all three greases had good shear stability
at high shear rates.

As can be seen in Figure 7d, the apparent viscosity of the three greases at 100 ◦C
showed a significant decrease with the increase in the shear rate, which is because the high
temperature enhances the movement of the grease molecules and the interaction between
the molecules weakens, leading to the decrease in their viscosity. The viscous shear curves of
the three greases showed different trends for the shear rate variations. Table 4 summarizes
the viscosity change pattern of the three greases at different temperatures and shear rates
ranging from 0.01 s−1 to 100 s−1.
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Table 4. Variation of grease viscosity with shear rates ranging from 0.01 s−1 to 100 s−1 at different
temperatures.

Sample Temperature/◦C Viscosity Change/Pa·s n of the HB Model

1

−20 38,630.3~72.9 0.78
20 14,419.5~11.5 0.15
60 6466.2~5.0 0.17

100 4919.7~3.0 0.26

2

−20 34,044.1~13.3 0.68
20 10,221.6~7.5 0.14
60 4910.2~5.9 0.22

100 1630.1~4.4 0.28

3

−20 2,108,904~57.3 0.61
20 9283.6~6.8 0.20
60 5680.5~2.3 0.11

100 2862.2~0.73 0.13

The experiments show that the increase in temperature increases the internal molecular
thermal movement of the grease, and the intermolecular interaction force decreases. The
arrangement becomes looser, its viscosity decreases, and it is easy to lose the lubricating
effect under a high temperature and a high shear rate. Therefore, it can be seen that the
thermal rheological properties of the grease have an important effect on the lubrication
performance of the bearing. Under high-speed rotation, the bearing generates a large shear
rate and is accompanied by an increase in temperature. The selection of a grease with a
suitable viscosity–shear rate ratio can ensure that the bearing can still provide sufficient
lubrication under high-speed rotation.

3.3. Influence of Grease Viscosity–Temperature Characteristics on Bearing Lubrication

The viscosity of grease changes with temperature, and this change can be expressed
by the viscosity–temperature curve. The viscosity–temperature curve is the most common
method of studying the effect of temperature on the rheological properties of grease and
describes the law of grease viscosity changes with temperature. The relationship between
grease viscosity and temperature can be described using the Arrhenius equation [23], which
expresses the relationship between the chemical reaction rate constants and temperature.
The formula is as follows:
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k = A exp(
Ea
RT

) (5)

In the formula, k is the reaction rate constant, A is a constant, Ea is the activation
energy of the reaction, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. The items in
brackets can be interpreted as the temperature sensitivity of the reaction, and as the
temperature increases, the value in the index becomes smaller and the reaction rate constant
increases accordingly. In the study of grease rheology, this formula is used to describe
the change in viscosity of a grease with temperature. Measurements of the viscosity and
temperature change characteristics of a grease typically use the shear mode of a rotational
rheometer, which allows the instrument to apply shear stress at a given rate and measure
the shear stress response of the grease to calculate its viscosity. The measuring process
changes the temperature within a certain range and records the viscosity values at different
temperatures to plot the viscosity–temperature curve of the grease.

Figure 8 shows the viscosity change law with temperature for the three greases at a
constant shear rate of 50 s−1 and a temperature range of −20~20 ◦C and 20~100 ◦C.
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As shown in Figure 8a, all three greases have excellent fluidity from a low temperature
to room temperature, the viscosity is more stable after the temperature rises, and the greases
can maintain a good lubricating effect at room temperature.

Figure 8b shows the change in viscosity of the three greases for the range of 20 ◦C to
100 ◦C. Samples 1 and 2 contain more high-viscosity base oils that still maintain a high
viscosity at high temperatures, resulting in a smaller decrease in the overall viscosity of the
grease. Sample 3 contains more low-viscosity base oils and additives, and these components
are easily broken down at high temperatures, resulting in a greater decrease in the overall
viscosity of the grease.
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It was concluded that all three grease viscosities showed a decreasing trend with
increasing temperature at a constant shear rate of 50 s−1. By understanding the viscosity–
temperature curve of grease, it is possible to better select an appropriate grease and under-
stand the changes in the fluidity and viscosity of greases at different temperatures so that
lubrication failures can be detected and resolved in time to ensure the normal operation of
wind turbine bearings.

3.4. Results and Discussion

This part investigates the rheological properties of wind turbine bearing grease, further
discusses the effects of the temperature, shear rate, and stress–strain on the rheological
properties, and combines the simulated experimental results with an in-depth analysis of
the viscoelastic properties, flow properties, and viscous temperature properties of grease
on bearing lubrication at different temperatures, leading to the following conclusions:

1. From the stress–strain curves of grease samples 1, 2, and 3 at different temperatures
and the corresponding energy storage and loss modulus with strain, it can be seen that
different greases have different viscoelastic properties at different temperatures. At a
low temperature, the storage modulus and loss modulus of grease are higher, which
means that the grease has better elasticity and viscoelasticity under these conditions
and can better perform in terms of lubrication and buffering. Meanwhile, at a high
temperature, the loss modulus of grease obviously increases, which indicates that the
viscoelastic capacity decreases, and the viscosity of grease decreases, which reduces
the lubricating effect.

2. Under each temperature condition, the shear stress of the three greases increased
with the increasing shear rate, while the viscosity decreased with the increasing shear
rate, but the decreasing and increasing trends of the three samples were different.
The grease flow curve also shows that temperature has an effect on its rheologi-
cal properties. For wind turbine spindle bearings, it is important to focus on the
grease’s viscosity change and shear resistance at high temperatures to ensure efficient
bearing lubrication.

3. Grease viscosity is closely related to temperature and has an essential effect on the
lubrication performance of wind turbine bearings. If the viscosity of the grease drops
too low, the lubricating film will be lost because the grease cannot maintain sufficient
adhesion at high temperatures, resulting in overheating, wear, and corrosion of wind
turbine bearings. Therefore, when selecting grease, if the application environment’s
temperature is low, it is necessary to select grease with a higher viscosity to ensure the
lubricating effect. In a high-temperature environment, it is necessary to select grease
with a lower viscosity to avoid the effect of lubrication due to a high viscosity.

4. Rheological Modeling

The rheological properties of non-Newtonian fluids are a key research direction in the
study of grease rheology [24], and the concept of rheological models has been introduced by
researchers to quantitatively describe the flow patterns of greases. The current rheological
model that can adequately describe wind turbine spindle bearing grease is the Herschel–
Bulkley model, which can accommodate a variety of rheological characteristic curves,
including shear stress–shear rate curves, strain scan curves, and viscous temperature
curves, etc. [25,26]. At the same time, it can fit the experimental data well, treat grease as a
structural system composed of viscoelastic and viscous components, reflect the structural
properties of grease, help to analyze and optimize the performance of grease, and improve
the prediction accuracy. The constitutive equation is as follows:

τ = τ0 + k
•
(γ)n, (6)

In the formula, τ0 is the yield stress of the grease, k is the flow behavior index, n is the
shear thinning index, and

•
γ is the shear rate of the grease. Based on the obtained data for
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the rheological properties of the grease, the trend of the apparent viscosity of the grease
with shear rates at different temperatures was considered, and the curve was found to fit
the rheological data better by analyzing the rheological data obtained under the continuous
shear mode. Therefore, the experimental data were used to fit the rheological equations
and calculate the values of the H–B model parameters to express the law of variation for
each shear stress curve.

The rheological equations for the three greases at different temperatures are shown in
Table 5.

Table 5. Grease rheological formula at different temperatures.

Temperature/◦C Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Fit Factor/R2

−20 τ = 998.98 + 162.71
•
(γ)0.78 τ = 563.76 + 943.30

•
(γ)0.68 τ = 457.52 + 319.20

•
(γ)0.61

0.95120 τ = 104.87 + 525.55
•
(γ)0.15 τ = 107.90 + 400.06

•
(γ)0.14 τ = 69.97 + 235.62

•
(γ)0.20

60 τ = 94.62 + 293.92
•
(γ)0.17 τ = 46.26 + 241.85

•
(γ)0.22 τ = 52.41 + 133.11

•
(γ)0.11

100 τ = 47.47 + 166.18
•
(γ)0.26 τ = 31.94 + 149.50

•
(γ)0.28 τ = 47.14 + 58.38

•
(γ)0.13

It can be seen that the yield stress of the three greases decreases with the increase in
temperature, indicating that the structural strength limit of the grease decreases with the
increase in temperature. In addition, the increase in temperature also causes the viscosity
coefficient of the grease to decrease, which is why the grease has better fluidity as the
temperature increases, thus promoting flow in the bearing. However, if the temperature
is high enough, the viscosity of the grease will decrease, causing it to be easily thrown
out of the bearing and impairing its lubricating effect. In conclusion, the fluidity of grease
is related to temperature to a certain extent, and the temperature factor must be fully
considered in practical applications.

According to the experimental data given in Table 4, the data fit of the H–B model to
the flow curve was plotted in linear coordinates as shown in Figure 9. The results show
that the rheological model fits the experimental data well, and the rheological parameters
can be used to describe the rheological properties of the grease by the rheological model, so
as to obtain the intrinsic equation of the grease at each temperature.
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5. Summary

The main shaft bearing of a wind turbine is one of the critical core components in
a wind turbine system, and its stability and service life have a key impact on the perfor-
mance and reliability of the whole wind turbine system. Thus, it is important to study
the rheological lubrication characteristics of bearings to ensure the normal operation and
long-term stability of wind turbine systems [27,28]. The study of bearings’ rheological
lubrication characteristics can improve their lubrication efficiency and anti-wear capac-
ity, reduce friction losses, reduce the consumption of lubricants and energy, and reduce
maintenance costs.

In this paper, the influence of the rheological properties of grease on the lubrication
performance of wind power spindle bearings is analyzed in detail, the influence of grease
for different working temperatures and shear rates is analyzed, experimental research is
conducted, and a constitutive equation of wind power spindle grease is obtained by fitting
the H–B model according to the experimental data. The paper concludes as follows:

1. As the temperature increases, the slope of the stress–strain curve of the grease be-
comes smaller, indicating that the grease flows more easily under high-temperature
conditions, while the increase in temperature also causes the storage modulus and
loss modulus of the grease to decrease. At a low temperature, the viscoelastic mod-
ulus of grease is higher, and with increasing temperature, the viscoelastic modulus
gradually decreases.

2. The shear stress of the grease increases with increasing shear rates, which is in contrast
to the decrease in viscosity with increasing shear rates. In addition, as the temperature
increases, the thermal movement of the molecules in the grease increases, resulting in
a decrease in the intermolecular interaction force and a looser arrangement, which
reduces the viscosity of the grease and makes it easy to lose lubrication at high
temperatures and shear rates. For operating wind turbine spindle bearings at high
speeds, it is best to select a grease that can resist shear at high temperatures to ensure
the good lubrication performance of the bearings.

3. The viscosity of grease decreases as the temperature increases, primarily because the
grease molecules flow more easily at high temperatures, resulting in a decrease in the
grease viscosity. When selecting a grease, it is necessary to consider its viscosity and
temperature characteristics. In high-temperature conditions, the use of lower-viscosity
grease can ensure the lubrication performance of wind power spindle bearings; in
contrast, in low-temperature conditions, the use of higher-viscosity grease can better
maintain the fluidity of the grease.

4. The H–B model can reflect the sensitivity of the grease viscosity–temperature behavior
to temperature changes. The intrinsic equation of grease obtained by fitting the H–B
model can effectively predict the rheological properties and viscosity–temperature
behavior of grease at different temperatures, which provides a reference for predicting
the performance of grease under different conditions.

In the actual production process, the rheological behavior of grease is also affected by
its frictional properties. In order to more comprehensively study the rheological properties
of grease under actual working conditions, it is necessary to introduce a four-ball friction
and wear tester, an SRV tester, and other equipment to consider the frictional properties of
grease, which is the direction of our further research.
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